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Not worth the price. "Strategy" is added by making everything happen slow so you have to forsee what you need to do by about
a minute or two.

Three ship types but you only need to use two of them. One destroys other ships, the other captures systems and deploys troops.

Spam assault ships. Once you can't be hurt because of your spam make an invasion fleet and take over systems. Done.. I enjoyed
this game :). Bad Robots is a ScFi epic. Taking many influence from other brillent shooters suck as " Aliens Coloniol Marines"
and "Duke Nukem Forever" you play as a on the job marine who is hired to do stuff, much like Aliens Colonial Marines
thoughout the majority of the game you will find yourself having to BATTLE evil aliens, or in the case of BAD BOTs, robots.
Never have i been so compilled to finish a level, because of the beatiful stunning 3d graphics i was fully captivated to learn
more about the unique world, reading every bit of dialog along the way. Also another point that captivated me was the fact that
the games controls where so flunt, much like Superman 64 on the nintendo 3ds gamecube model 10. Easily the greatest game
ive played since ET on the atari game box machine.

Id recommend this game to all children, adults, aliens, inbreeds of all age, race and chromosomes

10/10 would bang. IIIITS A VERY BAD GAME #POZDDRO 600. A nice little thank you for buying Game Corp DX :), Thank
you lol.. I've been playing Panther Games - from Highway to the Reich, to Conquest of the Aegean, to Command Ops 1 and
Command Ops 2, for at least the last 10 years. Great to finally see them on Steam.

There are literally hundreds of WW2 video games. So why should you care about another one? Well Command Ops 2 does what
no other game does - puts you in the shoes of a real commander in highly detailed scenarios set in different theatres of the war.
From the German invasion of Greece, to North Africa, Malta, Operation Market Garden, the Battle of the Bulge and on to the
Westwall.

The Good:

Unlike traditional wargames (and Civ 6), this game gets rid of hexes and turns and models everything in
pausable real time on an open map, making the gameplay more dynamic.

The AI. If you're sick of dumb units who couldn't pathfind themselves down the Yellow Brick Road, this game
has no such issues. You can order units to take the quickest route or safest route to a goal. They will probe,
attack, fall back, bunker down, rout, regroup and defend as the battles ebb and flow. The game also models
pretty much everything about each company, from morale and cohesion down to the number of bullets they have
for each gun. The upshot of this detail is it gives your units a personality in how they behave. Weaker units (or
poorly thought out attacks) will fail. Stronger units and organised planning will result in the enemy going away
with a bloody nose or worse;

Although you can micromanage every unit, Command Ops uses automation to let you delegate tasks to
subordinate brigade and company commanders who will attempt to carry out your plans (and do a reasonable
job). A neat twist to this is the game also models the delay that would occur for your orders to travel from HQ
down to the front line. So the game rewards careful planning and anticipation of events, rather than twitch
based responses to new threats. In other words, it is a strategy game with real strategy.
The Not So Good.

Yes, this is a wargame. That means your units are just small squares with numbers on them. Two
dimensional wargames are a definite niche that most people (justifiably) pass over. The graphics are
functional, but dated. Same with the game sounds.
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The game makes few concessions for newcomers to the genre. There is one tutorial mission (which is in
the demo), but after that, you're left with a series of complicated scenarios and a 200 page manual. There
is no grand campaign that gradually introduces you to units and strategies. You're sent straight into
battle where you're expected to know the difference between a Sherman Tank and a Panzer Mk IV.
Summing Up: Funnily enough, the game that Command Ops most reminds me of is Dark Souls. They're
both games that focus on providing a certain 'old school' type of gameplay and unapologetically ask the
player to make an investment to discover the solid gameplay mechanics at their core. That's an
investment that has repaid me many times over.

5 Stars.. A dream come true : ) Why..........

1. Plenty of choice between squads, weapons and spells.

2. Ability to make you own maps and campains.

3. Endless replay value.

4. Easy to learn....hard to master .......love it! : )

5. This is the next level to CHESS : )

Con .......

1. No CRAFTING of the games OR your own squad , weapons and spells.

Still ... as of to date 8/1/2017 My FAVORITE GAME! : )

. Pros:
The concept is pretty gripping - create replacement daughters, then sacrifice them for their souls'
emotions to fuel your real daughter, and get some alchemical goodies out of them to boot.

The overall tone of the game is as dark as you'd expect for the concept, and the story as it develops is
interesting.

The design of the daughters is interesting, in particular, and discovering the various results of
combinations makes for a cool bit of discovery, as is hearing their thoughts in letters.

Cons:
The story takes a bit of a dive at the end.

There is very little challenge. Things don't become expensive over time. There is no time limit. The ways
you can lose are so telegraphed that you have to actively seek them out. You quickly get to a point where
you have so much money that you can just stack up all the bonuses and have more than enough left over.

There is very little progression for the same reason. You get a few upgrades, but once you have them,
everything is just a static, and at that point of the game, cheap cost to maintain and wreap all the
benefits.

Overall:
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A very dark concept, with cool art and weird designs and a super oppressive tone. But once you've
learned the mechanics and seen all the combinations it has, there really isn't a whole lot to go back to re-
visit. It becomes very static.. I got this game thinking it was just another Hunie Pop clone, but I was
mistaken. The only thing they really have in common is they both have cute girls and puzzles. Tropical
Liquor was a bit disappointing as the only redeemable aspects of it are the art and design of the
characters(probably thanks to Sayori who worked on Nekopara which I hope you have played as well as
this game). Now look I am not saying this game should have been a master piece, but at the very least it
needed to be fun to play. It could be memory games aren't my jam, but the game play loop of asking the
girls questions to fill out a profile for some arbitrary reason and completing a memory game is incredibly
short and unsatisfying. Now I could go on about every little thing that bothered me, but you get the idea.
I wanted this game to be decent, alas it just feels empty.
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Act of War is one of the finest Real-Time-Strategy games in gaming history. Its graphics are superb even by modern standards,
and the realistic US Army faction makes Act of War what many gamers wished CnC:Generals had been. The game plays very
similarly to Generals, but lacks any generals themselves to add flavor to the skirmishes. The units don't have anything witty or
neccessarily interesting to say; they instead respond in ways that you'd expect their real-life counterparts to respond. If you're a
fan of RTS but want to play in a world which looks and sounds authentic as opposed to the sci-fi or cartoon representation of
other RTS games, then AoW is exactly what you're after.

Despite its age, it works on modern machines, including Windows 10 and even NVIDIA mobile series graphics cards, which are
notorious for their legacy incompatibility. If you're like me and more interested in playing skirmishes than the campaign, then
Act of War: Direct Action is uneccesary because Act of War: High Treason is a standalone expansion pack which includes the
full game. The only thing that DA has which HT doesn't is the DA campaign.

AoW is an amazing game, quite possibly the best RTS yet. It's a steal at three bucks. Buy it, play it, love it.. Great game if u
need to kill hour or two.. This is the worst game I've played in 2017 so far. Everything is just bad and unpolished and the use of
royalty free music really doesn't help. Even if it's satire, it's still not okay.. Beautiful art style combined with tried-and-true
platforming mechanics.. Requirements were a bit hard to achieve, but overall it's alright.. This game is 14 years old (in 2018) so
my expectations weren't that high regarding the quality of the graphics. I still expected to be able to enjoy playing "Aura: Fate of
Ages" since I believe I would still enjoy playing the original "Myst", despite its legacy graphics and age. I immensely enjoyed
playing "Myst" back in the day and like adventure/puzzle games a lot, so my dissatisfaction with "Aura: Fate of the Ages" does
not stem from not being held by the hand or hard puzzles.

One big problem with "Aura: Fate of Ages" is that the story is not motivating at all. It is presented in a fragmented manner
leaving many unanswered gaps. For some reason, characters in the game help you but only to a very limited extent, leaving you
to figure out the hard parts yourself. Why? There is nothing in the game that suggests that you are subjected to a test of skills, or
similar.

Another problem is the game's interaction design. I don't mind a click-and-transport style -- it can actually be more efficient to
quickly zap through areas instead of having to walk through them in real time -- but the navigational control is frustrating. The
target click areas are sometimes insanely small and in non-intuitive locations. Instead of being able to click at a door in the
distance, for instance, one has to click away from it first then back again, etc.

Also, sadly, there are some hidden items which require one to have a full 360° view around one's location with respect to two
axes (left/right & up/down). There aren't many such locations but because they do exist, one basically has to do a full scan at
every location. This is not fun and puts a lot of onus on the player just because of a very small number of locations where this is
required.

Sometimes one runs into puzzles which are operational but not yet relevant. The problem is that one receives no indication about
such not-yet-relevant puzzles, meaning that one can easily spend a considerable amount of time trying to get a response out of a
puzzle, only to discover later that it was't quite time yet to interact with this particular puzzle.

Many puzzles don't make much real world sense. There are very elaborate contraptions that only serve a very narrow purpose;
one lever has multiple effects in a way one would never expect from a real lever, etc. Not all, but many of the puzzles were not
organically integrated into a plausible world. In one instance, one has to use an item for a purpose that it is totally unsuitable for
and on top of that, the item is hidden in a world where it is incredibly hard to spot. I believe 90% of players would get stuck
here without using a guide and as soon as one has to resort to such means, I feel that the game has failed as one isn't able to
maintain a sense of immersion anymore.

I didn't find the graphics to be too bad; ironically, the pre-rendered animations look worse than the normal game play, when
maxing out the game's resolution (1600x1200). I did suffer from an interface problem, though, which made the right mouse
button unreliable. This made accessing inventory items, and in particular leaving the inventory mode, a frustrating experience at
times. At least the game ran under Windows 10 once I found a page that explained that one has to run it in "Windows XP SP3"
compatibility mode.

I didn't find the soundtrack to be a strong part of the game. The worst aspect of the sound design was that the ambient sounds
sometimes included sound events such as someone knocking or a sound effect that appeared to signify that something important
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has happened, yet these sound effects are all randomly generated. This can be distracting, but worse, misleading when playing
with a puzzle and believing one made some kind of breakthrough when in reality just a random sound was played.

I don't want to be unfair to older games, but I don't think the problems with "Aura: Fate of Ages" are caused by its age. If a
modern game, with modern graphics, had the same issues, I would not like them either. Overall, I'd say only hardcore puzzlers
who want to cover as many puzzle games as possible should engage with "Aura: Fate of Ages". It has some very decent puzzles
after all, if only they were integrated in a plausible world and accessible with a better interaction design.. good back story. I love
this game. It has pretty deep mechanics, and the map you are playing on matters because of the strange angles that a lot of the
weapons and mechanics work.
The only problem I have with the game is its aesthetic. I personaly like the silly demonic feel, and I know that it is somewhat
satirical, but I have a hard time recominding the game to some of my more religious friends.
I think that it is a shame that this game is not more popular, and I will absolutely recomend it to any friends who I think will
have no problem with the satanic aesthetics.. Paper Mario+ MAGA= This Gem of a Game. Ok, this is epic
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